Spring-Summer Roebuck hunting in Hungary or Romania 2021-22
4 night/ 3 hunting days Experience Package
(Includes 5 Representative bucks)
Highlights
While in most countries spring and summer are off-hunting seasons, Hungary and
Romania offer enjoyable Roe Buck hunting during these months too.
These countries are famous for their excellent habitat, sustainable wild game management
practices, world-class trophies, and the most successful Roe buck hunts on the best freerange grounds in the Central-European region.
We offer this package for those who would like to fully enjoy the spring nature vibes in the
most ideal climate and to get the best experience of a Roe Buck hunt, without chasing
record size trophies.
Roe Buck hunting is a perfectly suitable program for summer family vacation or shorter
business trips in Europe.

Hunting Season:
Season: April 15 - September 30
In the early months of the Spring, there are better chances to see higher number of
animals, as the vegetation is not thick or high to cover the deer. Due to the solid deer
population multiple shooting opportunities may arise daily.
In the middle of summer, the rutting season provides the sophisticated ‘stalk and call’
hunting method, giving a chance to see the oldest and most elusive mature bucks with a
wide variety of antler sizes and formations.
Trophy Size:
The average representative trophies weight 250-300g,
and the world-class trophy category is 500+g. Plain
agricultural lands produce larger trophies, while the
hilly and forest covered areas, where the hunt is more
challenging, have smaller ones.
Hunting Areas:
Our Roe Buck hunts take place in four different subregions in Eastern Hungary and the
Western part of Transylvania, Romania. All of these hunting areas are approximately a 2-3
hour drive from the nearest airport. The terrains are mostly plain and sometimes hilly, with
20-30% covered by forests and 70-80% by agricultural lands. Each of our hunting areas
cover approximately 25-50,000 acres.
Hunting Methods:
The hunting areas are easily accessible. During the hunt we use 4x4 pick up trucks for
looking for bucks and covering greater areas. You can also hunt from high seats at deer
frequented meadows and agricultural fields. This can be combined with spot and stalk
techniques.
Adopting to the deer daily habits, we hunt during the morning and afternoon hours mainly,
and spend the midday hours with having a hearty lunch and visiting local tourist spots.
Recommended calibers: 7x64, 30.06, 300 WinMag, 8x57,
Expected shooting distance: 80-250 meter
Physical hardness of this hunt: 2-3/10
Hunting Upgrades and Combinations:
Hunting upgrades are available during the hunt, and the
Roe Buck hunting can be combined with Wild Boar,
Mouflon, and Red Stag (in September only) as well. Please ask for details.

Accommodation:
We provide relaxing and comfortable staying at a local hotel, B&B or hunting lodge,
closest to the hunting area. The daily driving time between lodges and hunting fields is 530 minutes.

Package includes:
- 5 representative buck (trophy weight up to 350 g)
- 4 night / 3 hunting days with lodging and full board meal
- airport transfer
- 1/1 guiding, 4x4 usage
- personal assistance
- hunting license, insurance
- trophy cleaning, official scoring
Extras (not included in the price):
- travel costs to and from Hungary or Romania
- extra hunting days: € 300/ day
- add species harvest fees or trophy upgrades
- drinks, gratuities
- non-hunter daily fee: € 200/ day
- rifle rental: € 50/ day + ammunition
- trophy shipping, taxidermy
- sightseeing or country trips on request (please ask for details)

Join us in an authentic adventure with our native guides and let us
introduce You to our European Hunting Heritage and Traditions. Looking
forward to hearing from You.

Contact: Laszlo Albert

+1 709 769-5444

passionandprey@gmail.com

